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In brief ""

2!

•  Leader: UGOT!
•  Start: M"# " March $%"%!
•  End: M&'# $( February $%"&!
•  Person months: &)pm!
•  Objective: !

– create a MOLTO community; !
– popularize the technology online demos; !
– synergetic partnerships with the industry!
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MOLTO collaboration tools"

•  Version control: svn!
•  Google groups!
•  DARCS repository!
•  Drupal authenticated pages!

–   eg* +lesharing!
–   calendar !

•  Conferencing: skype!
•  Partner,s wikis: UHEL# UPC!
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Deliverables"

•  D"%*" Dissemination plan# with monitoring 
and assessment M&!

•  D"%*$#& MOLTO Web Services  M&#&'!
•  D"%*- MOLTO Dissemination and 

Exploitation Report R# M&'!
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Demo: phrasebook"
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Demo: KRI"
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1st year activities"

•  GF tutorial# LREC Malta# ").$& May $%"%!
•  EAMT $%"%#  poster!
•  Talk and GF tutorial# CNL $%"%# Marettimo !
•  System demo  and poster at ACL $%"%# 

Uppsala# ""/"' July# $%"%!
•  System demo and poster at SLTC $%"%# 

Link0ping# $(.$1 October# $%"%!
•  Poster# META.NET Forum !
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META-NET "
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Posters"
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Project meetings"

•  Kick O2 meeting# Barcelona# Mar$%"%!
•  "st Project Meeting# Varna# Sept$%"%!
•  GF Tutorial for UHEL# Helsinki# May$%"%!
•  GF meets SMT# G0teborg# Nov$%""!
•  $nd Project Meeting# G0teborg# Mar$%""!
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Forthcoming activities"

•  European Master,s Course in 
Language & Communication 
Technologies# GF# Mar$%""# 
Malta!

•  GF Summer School $%""# 
Aug "3.$'# Barcelona!

•  CADE $%"" / GF Tutorial# 
Aug $%""# Wroc4aw!

•  FreeRBMT# Jun$%"$# 
Gothenburg!
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MOLTO Community ""

•  Ralf Steinberger# European Commission . Joint Research Centre 5JRC6 IPSC . 
GlobeSec . OPTIMA 5Opensource Text Information Mining and Analysis6 !"""# We 
$the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission% collect& cluster and 
categorise a daily '((&((( news articles per day in )( languages& and we perform a 
whole lot of text mining applications on *( of them& including novel things such as 
cross+lingual topic tracking for all language pairs and the automatic merging of 
name variants across many languages and scripts" Have a look at 
http:,,emm"jrc"it,overview"html& and especially at NewsExplorer $
http:,,emm"newsexplorer"eu,%!"""#I will be at LREC!"""#-

•  Flora Muir LLM# Grant & Project Director WHICHMUIR CONSULTING Ltd I 
represent and act as project coordinator for a group of organisations who are both 
enterprises and Educational Institutions and Professional Regulators in . di/erent 
countries who are very interested in developing a Transfer of Innovation project" 
!"""#Some of the sectors involved are legal work based education & quali0cation and 
information systems& Wine & spirits, hospitality work based education & 
quali0cation"These organisations are already working together on developing 
standard cross border ,language materials under the Lifelong learning programme 
$LLP% Cross border multilingual work based education& training and information 
systems of both professionals and consumers of their services are at the heart of 
the project objectives" We would be very pleased to discuss with you the potential 
of the Molto project& current capacities to participate in developing and informing 
our group objectives and how your organisation $s% might be able to work with us 
in future to develop mutual capabilities"!
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MOLTO Community ""

•  Brian McConnell# Worldwide Lexicon Project 
http:77www*worldwidelexicon*org $www"worldwidelexicon"org% is an 
open source translation memory that combines inputs from machine& 
volunteer and professional translation services& and provides 
developers with a simple standards based web API to interact with 
the system" First& I1d be interested in supporting MOLTO as an MT 
service" If you have a web API& we can easily build a connector to it& 
so that users can easily request translations without having to 
implement di/erent protocols for di/erent MT engines& a big 
problem at present" We work with a number of MT engines including 
Google& Moses& Apertium& Language Weaver& and are adding more in 
the near future" I1d be glad to implement this for you" It takes a few 
hours to add new MT engines in most cases" Second& our translation 
corpus is open content& so as we collect user edited translations and 
professional translations& we archive these and are making them 
available to researchers" The corpus is currently at about a million 
sentences $mostly English Arabic%& but should grow signi0cantly as 
we roll out new services& such as our Word Press plugin that enables 
machine and professional translation for Word Press blogs" !"""#!
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MOLTO Community ""

•  Paraskevopoulos Spyros European Mobility# http:77www*geniusmobility*eu I 
recently read about the project you coordinate& called 2Molto3" I am interested to be 
informed on a regular basis about its results& as I think it might prove useful to a lot 
of individuals in the E"U" Please add me to any newsletter lists if there are any"-

•  Christian Fraunholz# www*php"%*de# I am working as a web developer since '444" 
Today I heared of the MOLTO project"""will it be possible to use the translator in 
PHP as a web service?-

•  Henk Becker# I have designed and tested a system for multilingual communication"
!"""# My system is called Sociolinguafranca" It is possible to use it for communication 
in two or three languages at the same time" It can be used without and with 
machine translation" If machine translation is applied& two types can be used" The 
0rst type is a closed system& applying terms and sentences already translated& 
controled and stored in a digital archive" The second type is a half+closed system 
based on a general translation system& like Babylon" In a half+closed system& 
mistakes are to be found" !"""# Sociolinguafranca is a registered trademark" It has 
been registered by the Utrecht Centre for Applied Sociology Ltd" I use UCAS Ltd for 
continuing my work in science since my retirement" For details see: www"ucas"nl" I 
am convinced that your MOLTO project could pro0t from integrating my system" If 
you would be interested in looking for opportunities for some kind of cooperation& 
I am prepared for a discussion& for instance by video conferencing"!
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MOLTO Community ""

•  Ana Gonz8lez Escudero# Murcia City Council& in South+East Spain& is preparing its candidature for the 
European Capital of Culture event in *('." Our programme will include a section on languages& and more 
speci0cally about multilinguism and translation" That is why we are very interesting in knowing more of 
the MOLTO translation tool you are developing& and would like to know if you would consider to explain 
its functioning in Murcia at a later stage" !"""# we are preparing Murcia1s candidature $cultural programme 
overview% for the European Capital of Culture event in *('." Just an overview& but already connecting 
Murcia to cultural institutions in Europe" For the language section& we would like to design an event 
about multilinguism together with our university $Translation and interpreting degree% and other 
universities in Europe& and we would be delighted to include conferences about innovative projects like 
yours" At this stage you don1t need to do anything but say if you would consider to come to Spain for a 
conference in that framework" !

•  Anton Cpin# Technical Team Lead# Jonckers Translation & Engineering Our company with head o5ce in 
Brussels is specializing in Localization& Internationalization and Translation services and is one of only 
four Premier Vendors worldwide performing product localization for the Microso6 Corporation& CISCO& 
Adobe& HP& Canon" For expanding our business activity to meet market demand and to optimize our 
internal processes& we are looking into all kind of Technologies and one of our priorities today is also 
Machine translation" During our research we have found this emergent and promising MOLTO project" 
Therefore I am writing you this letter to ask for information about possible MOLTO project partnership 
and cooperation" !

•  Sophie Oestreich# Junior Marketing Manager# http:77www*tolingo*de thank you very much for the 
information about your project" I would be pleased if you kept me informed about the progress of 
MOLTO" Please take a look at our website www"tolingo"com" As we also work on tools to make the job of 
the translators more easy and 7uent& let me know if you could imagine any way of cooperation"!
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Exploitation"

Machine Translation tools for content 
producers !

and !

Knowledge Base NL interaction!
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MT for Content producers"

•  Applications for:!
– Web Site creators!
– Domain focused technical 

documentation and manuals!
– Bloggers# Twitters# FB.ers!
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Semantic Web Interaction"

Controlled language for query de+nition: !

Give me people who work for the European 
Commission-

Which are the Organizations involved in 
MOLTO -
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Current Approach for KB Search"
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Current Approach - continued"
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NL Generation"

vs!

!Rick Wagoner and Fritz Henderson 
hold the Chairman and CEO positions at 
General Motors respectively* !
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Potential for Semantic Interaction"
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Cross-lingual access to data"

Access to data through di2erent languages:!

vad 8r delregionerna av 2United States3-

what are the subregions of 2United States3-
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